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SPECIFICATION 

Tomographic scanning apparatus 

5 This invention relates to scanning apparatus 
which can be used, for example, for tomogra-
phic diagnosis and stereo-tatic surgery. While 
the invention will be disclosed by way of 
example with particular reference to the re-

10 quirements of brain surgery, it will be appar-
ent that apparatus embodying the invention 
may advantageously be employed for other 
procedures. 

Stereotactic surgery is a sub-specialty of 
15 neurosurgery and defines a class of operations 

in which probes, such as cannulae, needles, 
forceps or electrodes are placed into brain 
regions or anatomical targets that are not 
visible on the surface of the brain. The gen-

20 eral Jocation of these regions is determined by 
measurements from landmarks visualized by 
x-ray or other means, such measurements 
being based on atlases derived from anatomi-
cal studies and autopsy. Because of anatomi-

25 cal variability , more precise location in any 
single patient may be determined by physio-
logical responses in that patient. The degree 
of success in stereotactic surgery depends 
upon the experience of the surgeon as well as 

30 the precision of the sterotactic instrument and 
radiologic brain imaging technique. 

A stereotactic instrument is a guiding de-
vice used in human neurosurgery for the 
purpose of directing an instrument to a spe-

35 cific point within the brain by radiographic or 
other visualization of landmarks, through a 
small opening in the skull. Stereotactic instru-
ments are constructed to afford the surgeon 
reliably reproducible accuracy in placing in-

40 struments into target areas. Proper positioning 
of the probe is often verified by x-rays to 
control errors in calculation and to correct 
deflection of the probe during insertion. Physi-
ologic parameters may be used to further 

45 define the optimal target. 
At the present time, stereotactic instruments 

are used most frequently, but not exclusively, 
in the following operations. 

Thalamotomy for parkinsonism and other 
50 types of tremor, 

Electrode implantation for epilepsy, 
Needle and/or magnet insertion for aneu-

rysm thrombosis, 
Thalamic or subthalamic operations for in-

55 voluntary movements such as chorea or hemi-
ballismus, 

Ablation of deep cerebellar nuclei for spasti-
city, 

Cingulotomy and thalamic or subthalamic 
60 surgery for pain, 

Mesencephalotomy for pain, 
Ablations for subcortical temporal lobe 

structures for treatment of epilepsy, 
Psychosurgical procedures, 

65 Implantation of depth stimulating electrodes 

for pain, 
Insertion of forceps or needle for obtaining 

biopsy specimens, 
Foreign body removal and 

70 Implantation of radioactive material 
Biopsy or treatment of tumors 
The list is presented only to give examples 

for some applications. It is not required to hit 
a point in space, but to hit a volume or make 

75 a lesion within a mass. The purpose of stereo-
tactic apparatus is to guide the advance of an 
electrode or other probe accurately and in a 
controlled fashion to a given point in space, 
relative to the apparatus, the stereotactic tar-

80 get. Thus, when the apparatus is attached to 
the skull, the probe can be advanced to a 
given geographical point within the cranial 
cavity, near the base of the skull, or in the 
spinal canal. As generally employed, the ven-

85 tricles or cavities within the brain or other 
cerebral landmarks are identified roentgeno-
graphically or by other means and, by consult-
ing an atlas or other table, the mean distance 
and direction between the visualized landmark 

90 and a given anatomical target are measured. 
The probe is then inserted to the stereotactic 
target, that is, the point in space within the 
cranial cavity which is calculated from the 
distance and direction between the visualized 

95 landmark and the desired target in relation to 
the coordinate system of the stereotactic appa-
ratus. It is recognized that there is consider-
able anatomical variability in brain size and 
shape so that the target point is identified 

100 from the atlas or table is only approximate. 
Usually, where possible, physiological verifica-
tion may also be obtained. One must distin-
guish between the anatomical accuracy, which 
is inexact because of the variability of brains, 

105 and the mechanical accuracy, which is a func-
tion of the precision of the stereotactic instru-
ment. 

In the utilization of computed tomography 
for stereotactic surgery some targets may be 

110 directly visualized in an image, such as a 
brain tumor. 

As previously stated x-ray images of the 
brain are currently used in neurosurgery to 
locate the pertinent landmarks. In principle a 

115 series of images in orthogonal planes allows 
the neurosurgeon to determine landmark co-
ordinates. Unfortunately a landmark may not 
be readily identifiable because of the poor 
density resolution of conventional x-ray im-

120 ages and uncertainties about the head orienta-
tion. 

Computerized tomography provided a new 
imaging techique which not only has density 
resolution capabilities, but also provides a 

125 quantitative information about the anatomy. 
In accordance with the invention, computer-
ized tomography can be integrated in a neuro-
surgical procedure to provide major improve-
ment in target identification. 

130 Basic concepts of CT scanning and the 
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displays related thereto are described in U.S. 
Patent No: 3,778,614 issued December 1, 
1973, the disclosure of which is specifically 
incorporated herein by reference. 

5 A comprehensive analysis of the integration 
of computerized tomography CT in neurosur-
gery requires a definition of the differences 
between surgical requirements and the scann-
ing configuration and data presentation in 

1 0 commercial CT scanners which are designed 
to satisfy diagnostic requirements. 

The basic information obtained from a con-
ventional CT image is the value of local tissue 
density which is used for diagnosis of tissue 

1 5 anomalies. The spatial density distribution 
generates the information about the anatomy 
and the location and dimensions of tissue 
anomalies. Thus for diagnostic purposes, spa-
tial resolution in the image plane, as well as 

20 thickness of the tissue "slice" covered in each 
scanning, are selected to achieve a maximum 
sensitivity in tissue density discrimination. 
This contrasts with the requirements of a 
surgical procedure, where the anatomy and in 

25 particular the outline of body organs is the 
dominant parameter to determine either target 
point or landmark location. Scanning para-
meters and image reconstruction algorithm 
must then be selected to obtain a maximum 

30 precision in target location measurement while 
tissue density discrimination may become of 
secondary importance. 

In a normal CT scanner procedure for diag-
nostic purposes a multiplicity of scans may be 

35 taken to explore the entire region of the brain 
as well as to determine the three dimensional 
properties of the tisue element under scrutiny. 
The distance between scanning planes or 
slices and the thickness and number of slices 

40 depend upon the specific information which is 
sought by the clinician in each particular case. 
In a surgical procedure the sequence of scans 
must provide the spatial coordinates of a 
target point. Thus, in a general case, the 

45 element of volume of interest must be ex-
plored uniformly with a sequence of scans at 
intervals selected to maintain a uniform spatial 
resolution throughout the element of volume. 

With respect to the dimensions of the vol-
50 ume to be scanned, for diagnostic purposes a 

series of total scans of the head are necessary, 
while in a surgical procedure the scans may 
be limited to the region of interest, because 
by the time the patient is brought into the 

55 surgical room, the diagnosis has been com-
pleted and conventional scan results are avail-
able to the surgeon. Dimensions of the order 
of 5 cm. of the volume to be imaged during 
the surgical procedure are adequate for the 

60 brain. The surgical scanner can then be de-
signed for partial scanning with two important 
advantages. First the limited extent of the 
partial scanning region makes it possible to 
achieve a high spatial resolution without in-

65 creasing the total x-ray dose. Second size and 

weight of the gantry of a scanner designed for 
partial scanning in such a small region may 
be drastically reduced compared to a conven-
tional scanner. 

70 The above considerations refer primarily to 
the imaging logic and scanning modality. Ad-
ditional important considerations have to be 
made regarding surgical instrumentation and 
procedure as well as patient handling. First of 

75 all, the stereotactic guide and the head sup-
port must be designed to minimize their inter-
ference with the x-ray beam throughout the 
scanning sequence. The design of the stereo-
tactic guide can easily be arranged to keep 

80 the controls and supports outside of the 
scanning planes. On the other hand conven-
tional head holders are not so easily adapted 
to this system because of the relatively small 
degree of freedom in the location of constrain-

85 ing pins which hold the skull in the proper 
position. If the pin structure must cross the 
scanning plane, considerable care has to be 
taken in the selection of materials and in the 
design of the support to avoid the creation of 

90 strong artifacts throughout the image. How-
ever, the design of these surgical components 
is only a part of the total problem of satisfying 
both surgical and scanning requirements. It is 
well known that the image reconstruction re-

95 quires the acquisition of data over a rotation 
of the x-ray source of at least 180° in the 
scanning plane. This has resulted in a closed 
configuration of all commercial scanners with 
an opening whose dimensions are dictated by 

I 00 the cross section of the human body. The 
closed configuration and the position of the 
scanning plane relative to the patient support 
makes a commercial scanner hardly suitable 
for stereotactic surgical procedures since it 

105 interferes with the surgeon's access to the 
surgical area. Both size and shape of the 
scanner gantry are thus an important factor in 
the design of an intergrated surgical system. 

In addition, patient handling procedures for 
110 diagnostic purposes may not be suitable for 

surgical applications. In a commercial scan-
ner, with the exception of gantry tilting, it is 
the patient support that undergoes axial as 
well as vertical motion to position a given 

I I 5 section of the patient body in the scanning 
plane. In a surgical procedure a preliminary 
phase involves arrangement of the patient in a 
position which satisfies both the surgical and 
scanning requirement. This phase may involve 

1 20 the control of position and orientation of both 
scanner gantry and patient support. However, 
once the preliminary phase is over and the 
patient's head is locked in its support, the 
ideal situation is to keep the patient immobile 

125 and to confine all motions to the instrumenta-
tion including the indexing of scanning posi-
tions during the scanning sequence. 

According to the present invention there is 
provided a computerized tomographic scann-

1 30 ing apparatus including a base, a source of 
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penetrating energy, detector means for re-
ceivng said energy and producing scanning 
signals, and positioning means on said base 
for supporting and moving said source and 

5 detector means in a defined relationship rela-
tive to each other, the positoning means com-
prising: 

(a) a generally C-shaped frame having top 
and bottom arms, 

10 (b) means for securing said detector and 
said source to said top and bottom arms 
respectively for defining a radiation beam 
therebetween, 

(c) first drive means for rotating said frame 
15 about a nominally horizontal axis Z, thereby 

rotating said source and detector means about 
a circumferential path, with the rotation of 
said beam defining a basic radiation scan 
plane, 

20 (d) second drive means for moving said 
frame along said Z axis for scanning in planes 
parallel to said basic plane and axially spaced 
along said Z axis, and 

(e) third drive means on said frame for 
25 moving said detector means circumferentially 

in a direction opposite to the circumferential 
movement of said lower arm of said frame 
while said radiation beam is projected be-
tween said source and said detector means. 

30 According to this invention there is also 
provided a tomographic scanning apparatus 
including a base, a source of penetrating 
energy, detector means for receiving said en-
ergy and producing scanning signals, and 

35 positioning means on said base for supporting 
and moving said source and detector means 
in a defined relationship relative to each other, 
the positoning means comprising: 

(a) a frame having 1st and 2nd parts 
40 spaced apart from each other, 

(b) means for securing said source and 
detector means to said 1 st and 2nd parts 
respectively for defining a radiation beam pro-
jected therebetween, 

45 (c) first drive means for rotating said frame 
about a first axis Z, thereby rotating said 
source and detector means about a circular 
path for rotating said radiation beam to define 
a basic radiation scan plane, 

50 (d) second drive means for moving said 
frame along said Z axis for establishing scan 
planes parallel to said basic plane and axially 
spaced along said Z axis, and 

(e) third drive means for moving said detec-
55 tor means relative to said 2nd part of the 

frame in a direction opposite to the circumfer-
ential movement of said second part of said 
frame while said radiation beam is projected 
between said source and said detector means. 

60 In apparatus embodying this invention, the 
image reconstruction algorithm and the orien-
tation of the image planes are preferably se-
lected to optimize primarily the presentation of 
tissue anatomy rather than tissue character-

65 istics. In addition, the scanning procedure is 

.preferably limited to a partial scanning of the 
volume of interest with a spatial resolution 
uniform in the scanning plane as well as 
perpendicular to the scanning plane. A low 

70 scanning speed to optimize image quality is 
preferably selected as a trade-off between x-
ray dose within the region of partial scanning 
and total scanning time of the volume of 
interest. The dimensions of the volume ex-

75 plored in the partial scanning procedure are 
preferably selected as a trade-off between 
surgical requirements and amount of data and 
computational time. Head holder and stereo-
tactic guide are preferably designed to mini-

80 mize their interference with the scanning pro-
cedure throughout the volume of interest. The 
gantry is preferably designed to minimize ob-
structions to the surgeon's access to the surgi-
cal area and provide maximum flexibility in 

85 patient positioning. Translations and angular 
orientations required by the scanning proce-
dure are preferably implemented in the scan-
ner gantry rather than in the patient support. 
In a preferred embodiment of the invention, 

90 safety features are built into the scanner for 
possible emergencies, including the rapid re-
moval of the gantry from the patient support 
should the need arise. 

Additional features are preferably included 
95 to monitor the actual surgical procedure. 

Upon completion of the target identification 
phase and adjustment of the orientation con-
trols of the stereotatic guide, a probe is driven 
into the brain region to reach the depth of the 

100 target point. The penetration has to be moni-
tored by measuring the coordinates of the 
probe tip position prior to reaching the target 
point. Thus the x-ray system of the scanner is 
used to monitor the probe tip at prescribed 

105 points of the probe trajectory. 
Apparatus embodying the present invention 

preferably includes a gantry structure having a 
generally open configuration which provides 
better access to the patient and reduced inter-

110 ference by the gantry and associated compo-
nents with the scanning beam. The approach 
herein may be a basically open C-shape sup-
port in contrast to the traditional closed circu-
lar support. Two arms of the C-shape prefera-

115 bly define an arc nominally 180° but actually 
somewhat greater for reasons of practically. 

In apparatus embodying the invention and 
described hereinbelow, the basic scanning 
procedure is to scan across one plane at a 

120 time through the specimen by directing by 
directing an x-ray beam through a succession 
of parallel or angled orientations all within the 
particular scan plane, and then to move the 
scan plane sequentially at 1.5mm or other 

125 selected increments along an axial coordinate 
perpendicular to these planes. Traditionally 
the scan is achieved by moving the source in 
a straight line above the specimen with a 
similar parallel movement of a detector below 

130 the specimen, or by moving the source cir-
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cumferentially around the specimen with an 
identical movement of the detector, such that 
the source and detector remain diametrically 
opposed with a constant distance between 

5 them as the scan occurs. In circular scan 
procedures the traditional prior art support 
structure is a closed circular frame around 
which the source and detector move, thus 
requiring the patient to be moved axially into 

10 the circular frame. The source is caused to 
move along a circular path with the radiation 
beam directed radially inward across the cen-
ter of the circle to a detector at the opposite 
side of the circumference, and the detector is 

1 5 simultaneously caused to move in the oppo-
site direction. Various arrangements have 
been used so that after each plane is scanned, 
the source and detector are circumferentially 
or laterally returned to their starting position 

20 and are axially moved to a next adjacent plane 
to be scanned. 

In the appratus embodying the present in-
vention, detection is achieved with a new 
structural arrangement which provides better 

25 continuity of detection by scanning during 
forward movement of the detectors and while 
the detectors move backwards to return to 
their starting position, and by using a pair of 
detectors operated one behind the other in the 

30 direction motion. The lead detector moves to 
the rear of the other after each of many 
incremental movements along the circumfer-
ential path, while the source moves essentially 
continuously through the entire circumferen-

35 tial cycle. The pair of detector units still con-
stitutes a single detector means remaining 
angularly displaced 180° from the source, but 
also angularly moveable the same as the 
source. Later the process is repeated in the 

4 0 opposite direction so that there is no need to 
re-cycle or re-position the detector when the 
source begins its reverse circular motion about 
the frame. The preferred arrangement devised 
is to have a first detector near the end of its 

45 operative cycle followed closely by a second 
detector which moves into the position and 
role of the first so that the first can be 
repositioned behind the second when the sec-
ond nears the end of its operative cycle. 

50 This invention will now be further de-
scribed, by way of illustrative and non-limiting 
example, with reference to the accompanying 
drawing, in which: 

Figure 7 is end elevation view in schematic 
55 representation of a gantry of a tomographic 

scanning apparatus embodying the invention 
showing a radiation source and detectors; 

Figure 2 is a side elevation view of the 
apparatus of Fig. 1 ; 

60 Figure 3 is a fragmentary schematic view 
corresponding to Fig. 1, showing parts of the 
gantry in displaced position; 

Figures 4a to 4d are schematic drawings 
showing relative angular displacement of the 

65 radiation source and pair of detectors; 

Figure 5 is a chart showing angular dis-
placement corresponding to Fig. 4; 

Figure 6 is an end elevation schematic 
representation of the pair of detectors; 

70 Figure 7 is a perspective view in schematic 
representation showing the drive system for 
moving the detectors; 

Figure 8 is a schematic chart further illus-
trating angular displacement of the detectors; 

75 Figure 9 is a chart showing a plot of 
displacement and velocity of a detector be-
fore, during and after its reverse movement; 

Figure 70 is a perspective view in schema-
tic representation of the pair of detectors and 

80 part of the mechanism for oscillating said 
detectors; 

Figure 10A shows part of an alternative tilt 
frame; 

Figures 1 la to 11d are schematic drawings 
85 representing the oscillatory motion of the de-

tectors corresponding to Fig. 10; 
Figure 72 is a chart representing angular 

displacement of the detectors at the opposite 
extremes of their excursion; 

90 Figure 73 is a framentary perspective view 
of a patient's skull showing point of rigid 
engagement; and 

Figure 74 is a schematic drawing showing a 
skull and aperture. 

95 The preferred embodiment 110 of the new 
tomographic scanning system is shown gener-
ally in Fig. 1 as a support housing or gantry 
111 carrying a radiation source 112 and 
radiation detection means 113 with various 

1 00 drive means which will be described in greater 
detail in subsequent paragraphs. Secured to 
and rotated by the gantry is a generally C-
shaped frame 114 having a top arm 115 
which carries the radiation source 112, and a 

105 bottom arm 116 which carries the detector 
means 11 3. Frame 114 is rotatable about 
center point 11 7, thereby defining circle 118 
which is the path of movement of the source 
and detector means. The radiation beam 119 

110 is projected along a diameter 120 of the 
circle, and rotation of frame 114 provides 
radiation scanning through the center of the 
circle from all points along the circumference 
of the circle. 

115 A first drive mechanism 121 provided to 
rotate the C-frame 114 consists essentially of 
upper and lower links 122, 123, each having 
a near end pivotally secured to the gantry and 
a remote end pivotally secured to the C-frame. 

120 More specifically, the near end of typical link 
1 22 is coupled to the gantry by a pair of arms 
124, 1 25 which pivot about fixed points P1, 
P2 respectively, thus describing circles C1 
and C2 respectively. These arms are pivotally 

125 secured to the near end of link 122 at pivot 
points P3, P4 respectively which results in a 
parallelogram device with link 122 movable 
between its solid-line position shown, its 
dotted-line position 122' shown slightly to the 

1 30 right, and a multiplicity of additional posi-
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tions. Note that pivot point P5 moves to point 
P5' when the link is moved to position 122', 
and in so moving P5 will define a circular 
path C3 the same as C1 and C2. 

5 Link 123 is coupled similarly as link 122 to 
frame 114, so that movement of link 122 to 
the right as shown will include equivalent 
movement of link 123 to the left and rotation 
of frame 114 and corresponding rotation of 

10 frame 114 and corresponding rotation of the 
radiation beam. For link 123 arm 126 corre-
sponds to upper arm 124; arm 127 corre-
sponds to upper arm 125 but could be a rigid 
extension of 125 since they have a common 

15 pivot point P2, which like points P1 and P6, 
is fixed on the gantry. 

The next subassembly to be considered in 
more detail is the radiation detector means 
which in Figs. 4a to 4d comprises a pair of 

20 essentially identical detector elements de-
signed generally U1 and U2. Further in this 
figure, the radiation source S is indicated by 
points designated S1, S2, etc. representing 
successive angular displacements of this 

25 source. In the system illustrated in Fig. 4a the 
source at S1 provides a beam of x-radiation 
diverging 8° which strikes an arc a, on the 
opposite circumference. Relative to the circle's 
center 130, arc a, represents 16° of circum-

30 ference. Typical detector element U1 has an 
arc length of 24°, and the other element U2 
is positioned immediately adjacent U1. Obvi-
ously the specimen to be examined is situated 
generally at the center 130 around which the 

35 source rotates. 
For the actual scan the beam 131 which 

penetrates the specimen and strikes the detec-
tor at the circumference opposite the detector, 
rotates at a predetermined and constant angu-

40 lar velocity indicated for this part of the de-
scription to be in a counter-clockwise direc-
tion. In order to provide detection means 
during the entire approximately 180° angular 
excursion of the source, but also to leave the 

45 C-shaped frame essentially open, the detector 
means comprises a pair of small elements 
which are moved so that at least one is 
always aligned with the radiation beam. Dur-
ing the scan, as one detector is fully 

50 transversed, the other moves into the position 
of the first before the first moves out of range 
so that no hiatus is experienced. 

To achieve the above-described scanning 
procedure, there is provided the detector 

55 means, i.e. the pair of detectors U1 and U2 
as a unit having identical displacement and 
angular velocity as the source, as previously 
shown by Figs. 1 to 3 but these detectors 
have an additional movement pattern that is 

60 semi-independent of the gross rotation already 
described. More particularly, a typical detector 
unit, U1 when "actually scanning" moves in 
an angular direction shown by arrow 132 
opposite that of the sources shown by arrow 

65 132 opposite that of the source shown by 

.arrow 133. 
Figs 4a to 4d illustrate the sequence of 

movements of the scanning components; 
however, it should be understood that the 

70 source actually moves continuously and ele-
ment U1 actually moves a short distance in 
the direction of arrow 132, after which U1 
moves out of the way to allow U2 to continue 
the detection operation without interruption, 

75 and U1 is moved to occupy a new position 
rearward of U2, to be ready to continue the 
detection when the beam has fully traversed 
U2. As illustrated U1 has arcuate length 8° 
greater than the 16° arc a, struck by the 

80 beam. When the source and the detector 
means have each moved 8° in the opposite 
direction at the same time, their relative dis-
placement is 16°, so that the lead edge 134 
of U1 will have been scanned by the entire 

85 16° of beam, and 8° of U1's detection sur-
face remains. By Fig. 4c the scan continues 
with the source having moved 8° further, U1 
having moved 16° relative to S, so that U1's 
trailing edge 135 is still being scanned while 

90 U1's lead edge 136 has substantially entered 
the scan field and thus prevented interruption. 
Now,between Figs. 4c and 4d there are 16° 
additional scan with U2 before U1 will be 
required, to avoid interruption; during this 

95 period U1 is manuvered in the direction oppo-
site of arrow 132 and U2, to a position 
behind U2 and shown in dotted line and 
marked U3 in Fig. 1d. 

The mechanism to provide the specific mo-
100 tions of U1 and U2 will be described later, 

but first note Fig. 5. which illustrates schema-
tically the relatve positions and angular dis-
placements of U1 and U2 for an approxi-
mately 180° excursion of the C-frame carrying 

105 the source and pair of detectors. The two 
parallel lines extending lengthwise present the 
16° arc struck by the x-radiation beam on the 
circumfrential area to be covered by one de-
tector or the other or parts of both all the 

110 time. The column of numbers on the right in-
dicates the degrees of displacement of the 
beam. Accordingly, at 0° beam displacement 
detector U1 (24° of arc length) is poised to 
move. Each horizontal step downward in this 

115 chart corresponds to 4° of beam displace-
ment. At 8° of beam angular displacement 
plus 8° of detector displacement, providing 
16° of relative displacement between the 
beam and U1, the lead edge of U1 will fully 

120 traverse the 16° of beam arc as shown adja-
cent the 8° reference on the right column; at 
16° on the right, the rear edge of U1 and the 
lead edge of U2 are both mid-way in the 
beam's arc. Between 20° and 24° U2 pro-

125 vides the full detection, while U1 is returned 
to a position U1 behind U2 and ready to 
begin its scanning excursion anew. The se-
quence of forward and rearward oscillations 
continues until the C-frame has rotated 

130 through 188° as indicated, during which time 
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U1 has experienced 8 trips forward and 7 
trips rearward. 

In the scanning configuration described 
herein, the x-ray detectors 111, U2 are each 

5 packaged in modules of eight detectors, and 
the modules include eight pre-amplifier chan-
nels. The dimensional relationships ofthe mo-
dules are shown in Fig. 6 where the line 
marked SP indicates the position of the scann-

10 ing plane relative to the crystals of the detec-
tors. In this arrangement the boxes containing 
the pre-amplifiers do not intercept the scann-
ing plane. 

The detector modules are assembled in the 
1 5 two units U1, U2 in such a way that the 

upper surfaces of the crystals exposed to the 
x-ray beam is tangent to a circle of 395-2mm 
(15-56 inches) radius. When both units U1, 
U2 collect data, they move across the x-ray 

20 beam on a circular trajectory as indicated in 
Figs. 1 to 3. The two units are built in such a 
way that the angular interval (measured from 
the center of scanning) between detectors 
across the gap between U1 and U2 is equal 

25 to the same 1 / 3 ° interval between to adjacent 
detectors of each unit. 

At each instant of time, 48 detectors are 
found within the x-ray beam. However, each 
unit must contain a large number of detectors 

30 to maintain the continuity of data acquisition 
during the intervals of time necessary to move 
a unit back to its initial scanning position. The 
scanning module, which houses x-ray source 
and detectors rotates with an angular velocity 

35 In the frame of reference of the scanning 
module, during the data acquisition phase, 
the detectors rotate with an angular velocity 
equal to 2w0. Assume that at the end of each 
data acquisition phase, a detector unit us 

40 moved back to its initial scanning position 
with an average angular velocity w„ where w, 
equals 10. Then the minimum number of 
detectors n0 in each unit Ui, U2 is: 

45 nD w.r-2w0 

ns wr-2co0 

wherein ns is the number of detectors within 
50 the x-ray beam. ns is equal to 48;consequently 

n0 = 72 and each unit U1, U2 contains 9 
detector modules. Each of the 2 units U1, U2 
occupies an arc of 24° over the circle of 
rotation of source and detectors. 

55 The schematic of Fig. 5 shows the se-
quence of positions of both units U1, U2 
relative to the x-ray beam during a complete 
scan. The numbers on the right hand side 
correspond to the angular position of the 

60 scanning module, and the numbers on the left 
hand side correspond to the completion of the 
traverses of the scan. The data aquisition • 
starts as unit U1 enters the x-ray beam, arid it 
is completed as the same unit leaves the 

65 beam at the end of the 180° rotation of the 

scanning module. The angular oscillation of 
each detector unit across the x-ray beam 
covers a 40° arc. 

The mechanical system, which drives the 
70 two detector units U1, U2 during the full scan 

shown in Fig. 7 must satisfy the following 
conditions: 

The forward motion, corresponding to the 
data acquisition phase is driven at constant 

75 angular velocity 2co. 
Before each unit is moved back, it must 

clear the path for the other unit. 
The transition between forward motion and 

backward high speed motion must occur with 
80 minimum acceleration and jerk. 

The system must be reversible, in such a 
way that at the end of the scan, the next scan 
is accomplished while the scanning module 
rotates from 188° back to 0°. 

85 The kinematics of the detector system is 
synchronized with the rotation of the scanning 
module, which is driven at constant angular 
velocity w0 by a motor housed in the main 
frame of the scanner. The synchronization is 

90 easily achieved by driving the detector system 
with a stepping motor housed in the rotating 
scanning module and by controlling the rota-
tion of the stepping motor with the output of 
an encoder which monitors the angular posi-

95 tion of the scanning module. 
Assume that the driver of each detector unit 

U1, U2 rotates at uniform angular velocity, 
and that one complete rotation of the driver 
corresponds to a complete cycle of each unit. 

100 Then, in order to implement the kinematics of 
Fig. 5, the 40° rotation of each detector unit 
in the scanning module requires a 300° rota-
tion of the driver. The backward motion of 
each detector unit must occur during the 

105 remaining 60° rotation ofthe driver, while the 
other detector unit advances by 8° in its 
forward motion, as indicated in the schematic 
of Figs. 4 and 5 the same driver controls the 
two units at 180° phase difference, corre-

110 sponding to a 24° angular interval between 
U1 and U2, while both units are acquiring 
data. 

In this apparatus the return velocity of each 
detector will be five times that of its forward 

11 5 velocity of same. Since it was established that 
the relative forward velocity is 2w, five times 
(2u) equals 10w, and will be 1 / 5 the forward 
motion time. 

The overall positioning mechanism provides 
120 two different but interconnected motion con-

trols. One is to move one detector backward 
to the rear of the other at the appropriate 
time; and the second is for moving one detec-
tor into out of the path of the beam for active 

125 detection while the other is moved in the 
opposite manner. Each detector package is 
rigidly attached to a preamplifier to prevent 
any interference or vibration affect on the 
detector. 

130 Fig. 7 shows schematically a basic drive 
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mechanism for the new apparatus. A stepping 
motor 140 is the power unit to rotate each of 
the detectors into or out of the detection path. 
This motor has to move each detector forward 

5 40°, and then move that same detector 
backward in one fifth the time so the full cycle 
ofthe mechanism must correspond to 48°. It 
is contemplated that the motor operates con-
tinuously. 

10 In order to have continuous detection at all 
times, including while one detector is moving 
rearwards, 8° over travel is added to the 
previously mentioned 40° for a total of 48° 
on the arc. The technique and mechanism for 

15 moving the detectors in their proper sequence 
is a Geneva mechanism 141 in combination 
with a reversing transmission 145 as will be 
described below with further reference to Fig. 
8 which shows schematically one full cycle of 

20 movement of 48° of one detector. As indi-
cated earlier the arc length of a detector is 
24°. The 40° arc indicates the basic travel 
path plus 8° more at each end of the over-
travel for each detector at each end regardless 

25 of direction, so that each lead detector contin-
ues to detect while the follower detector first 
moves rearward and then is arriving at its 
active position. 

In Fig. 7 the power source is a stepping 
30 motor 140 which drives shaft 142 at a con-

stant angular velocity. This shaft drives wheel 
143 of the Geneva and gear 149 of the 
differential 145 at the same constant velocity. 
Normally the output gear 149A of the differ-

35 ential and connected detector drive gear 146 
will rotate at the same velocity and opposite 
direction as differential gear 149. Fig. 10 
shows gear 146 and rack 146A driving each 
detector axially in the direction of arrow 167 

40 in the normally forward direction prior to 
reversal of each detector to a position behind 
the other detector. 

The Geneva element 144 is rotated 120° 
by pin 143A during 60° of rotation of wheel 

45 143, the Geneva rotating oppositely of gear 
143. Shaft 147 driven by the Geneva ele-
ment, drives gear 148 similarly as the Geneva 
element, also in a direction opposite wheel 
143 and shaft 142. In Fig. 7 single curved 

50 arrows indicate the forward direction of ele-
ments and of the detectors; double arrows, 
one behind another, indicate the rearward 
direction as effectuated by the Geneva mecha-
nism. The ratio of velocities of wheel 143 to 

55 element 144 is 2:1 by virtue of the 120° 
:60° respective rotations of these compo-
nents. Gear 148 and mating gear 148A pro-
duce a velocity change, such that gear 148A 
rotates six times as fast and in the opposite 

60 direction as gear 149. Gear 148A is coupled 
to and causes frame 150 to rotate in the 
opposite direction as gear 149, which super-
imposes the velocity of 148A onto 149 so 
that the differential output gear 149A rotates 

65 backward five times faster than it rotated 

,forward;this reversal occurs only during the 
60° rotation of wheel 143 when the Geneva 
is engaged. 

Ngular position and angular velocity or gear 
70 146 are plotted in Fig. 9 versus the angular 

position of input gear 149. One observes that 
there is no discontinuity in the angular velo-
city at the positions where the driver of the 
Geneva mechanism engages and disengages 

75 the three-prong element. As a result, the 
forward rotation of gear 146 continues for 
approximately an additional 7-5° angular rota-
tion of gear 149, and the opposite happens at 
the end of the backward motion phase. This 

80 smooth transition between forward and 
backward rotations greatly simplifies the prob-
lem of withdrawing a detector unit from the 
scanning path at the end of each scanning 
plane in order to clear the path for the other 

85 unit. 
The 8° travel of a detector in returning 

relative to the total 48° is one-sixth; the 
Geneva mechanism 141 of Fig. 7 has a 120° 
rotation relative to 60° rotation of the driver 

90 of a complete circle to provide the proper 
motion. From the stepping motor 140, one 
full revolution of the output shaft 142 repre-
sents 360° on element 143 ofthe Geneva. 
This 360° of wheel 143 corresponds to the 

95 48° arc of movement for the full cycle of the 
detector. Therefore the return trip has to occur 
within 60° which is indicated as one segment 
of the Geneva gear 144. 

Refer now to Fig. 9 as it relates to Fig. 7. 
100 Fig. 9 is a graph here the horizontal or 

abscissa X represents degrees of rotation of 
the drive mechanism; the vertical, or ordinate 
Y represents magnitude of the upper curve 
155 which corresponds to displacement or 

105 position of one detector package, and the 
lower curve 1 56 which corresponds to velo-
city of that package, whereever it is on its 
movement path. Accordingly, point 157 on 
the graph is the beginning of engagement of 

110 the Geneva mechanism. Prior to point 158 on 
the velocity curve the detector had been mov-
ing forward constantly; at point 158 velocity 
in the rearward direction begins to increase. 
Point 159 on the position curve 155 indicates 

115 that the detector has moved through 60° on 
the Geneva and is ready to start moving 
forward again. The curve from point 158 to 
160 indicates that the velocity which was 
forward but slow, i.e., slightly greater than 

120 zero has gone to zero velocity at point 161 
and then has accelerated in the rearward 
direction to a maximum at point 160 and 
then slows down until it gets to point 162 
were it is again zero and then begins a slight 

125 acceleration to point 163 where it has started 
its normal forward motion at a constant velo-
city again. This is the velocity pattern that is 
caused by the Geneva mechanism, i.e., it 
engages and starts slowly and then has a very 

130 high acceleration or in this case negative 
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acceleration and then slows down to its origi-
nal position. 

According to the preferred embodiment de-
scribed herein, the method for removing each 

5 detector unit from the path of the other is 
indicated schematically in Fig. 6 and in struc-
tural detail in Fig. 10. At the end of the each 
scanning phase, unit U1 or U2 is tilted about 
its pivot axis by an angle large enough to 

10 remove the solid state detector hands from 
the path of the other unit. At the end of the 
backward motion phase the unit is tilted back 
to its scanning position. Because of the radial 
arrangement of the detector modules, by tilt-

1 5 ing the units away from the center of scann-
ing, one minimizes the interference between 
the units during the engagement and disen-
gagement phases. To provide a fail-safe sys-
tem wherein one detector cannot crash into 

20 the other while moving rearward to prepare 
for recycling forward, an intermediate plott-
ing frame is provided whereby tilting motion 
of one detector automatically controls the 
other detector and its position relative to the 

25 first. As indicated earlier the gross forward 
and rearward axial motion of each detector is 
provided by the drive system illustrated in Fig. 
7 with gear or pinion 146 and its associated 
rack 146A as the output drive component. 

30 Fig. 10 illustrates schematically the lower 
arm 11 6, C-frame 114 and detector means 
11 3 corresponding to the same components 
shown in Fig. 3; Fig. 10 also includes the 
drive means output 146, 146A as shown 

35 earlier in Fig. 7. The drive means as shown 
automatically provides the correct axial motion 
to each detector element; the tilt means 
mechanism 165 is shown in Fig. 10 and its 
overall sequence of operations is indicated in 

40 Fig. 11 as described below. 

Figs. 11 a to 11 d show an entire cycle of 
the pair of detector units U1 and U2. In Fig. 
11a, the four-sided figure 166 corresponds 
to the frame 1 66 in Fig. 10 which is situated 

45 to engage both detector units and assure that 
each will tip or pivot at the appropriate time 
and therefore not strike the other upon its 
return stroke. Each detector unit has a guide 
wheel or cam follower, designated W1 and 

50 W2 respectively. Each follower is operative in 
a cam or guide groove indicated as T1 and T2 
respectively in Fig. 11, with the same desig-
nations in frame 166 in Fig. 10. it should 
further be noted that the relative positions of 

55 the detector units and their follower pins W1 
and W2 in Fig. 10 corresponds closely with 
the positions indicated schematically in Fig. 
11a. 

As indicated in Fig. 10 when detector U2 
60 moves forward in direction of arrow 167, its 

pin or wheel W2 will approach the depressed 
area 168 which has length of 8° with respect 
to the scan movement of the x-ray beam. The 
entire movement of each detector is 40°, such 

65 that the 8° area represents 1 ,/5 of the total. 

When pin W2 reaches area 168, the greater 
depth of the slot allows frame 166 to tip in a 
counter-clockwise direction indicated by arrow 
169 with the result that the guide surface 

70 1 70 on the opposite side of frame 166 en-
gages and drives control pin W1 of detector 
U1 downward thereby pivoting detector U1 
clockwise as indicated by arrow 171. 

Returning now to Fig. 11a and 11 b it can 
75 be seen that control rod or wheel W2 is 

approaching the depression while detector U1 
as indicated by its control rod W1 is moving 
in the same direction and is farther ahead. In 
other words, U1 is leading U2 and both are 

80 situated to be operative in tandem as x-ray 
detectors. Fig. 11b illustrates that as U1 
reaches the end of its excursion, U2 has 
arrived at the depression which will cause 
tilting. Accordingly, the frame 166 quickly 

85 tilts slightly before the detector U1 starts its 
return travel. Since the return trip takes place 
about five times faster than the forward mo-
tion, and since the tilt depression area is 
about 1 / 5 of the total length of travel indi-

90 cated, the U1 detector will return the full 
distance during the time that the U2 detector 
is associated with the recess area. Accordingly 
the U1 detector will be tilted so as to avoid 
striking the U2 detector during the entire 

95 return trip ofthe U1 detector. Fig. 11c illus-
trates a moment in time when the U2 detector 
has transversed half of the tilt zone while the 
U1 detector has traversed half of the entire 
scanning area which, as stated before, is five 

100 times the arcuate length of the tilt zone. 
Finally, in Fig. 11d, the U1 detector has 
returned to its starting point and the U2 
detector has completed its travel in the tilt 
zone so that the tilt frame 166 returns to its 

105 normal position, and the U1 detector ceases 
being tilted. Now, the U1 detector can begin 
to travel forward again and follow along be-
hind the U2 detector with both of these 
members being upright and untilted, and with 

110 no danger of one striking the other since they 
are travelling in the same direction at the 
same speed, one behind the other. 

In Fig. 10 there are spring means which 
urge frame 116 to tilt whenever pin W2 is in 

11 5 cam area 168 or pin W1 is in cam area 
1 68A. While W2 is in zone 168 the frame 
remains tilted, so that guide surface 170 
forces pin W1 and detector U1 to be tilted 
during its entire reverse motion so that colli-

120 sion with U2 is prevented. Cam track T3 in 
Fig. 10A is a variation of track T1 in Fig. 10 
In T3 cam portion 168B positively engages a 
pin W3 so that springs are not required and 
there is no risk of a detector not being tilted 

125 out of the way on its return move. In Fig. 10A 
pin W3, after being tilted, slides out of track 
T3 and travels rearward in a tilted condition 
until it re-enters track T3 at arrow 180. With 
regard to Fig. 10A parts not shown corre-

1 30 spond to Fig. 10. 
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When using the above-described apparatus 
it is obviously essential that the patient's skull 
be held immobile. A combination of three or 
more pins to engage the skull are preferably 

5 located at the two cheek bones and at the rear 
of the head above the neck, as generally 
illlustrated in Fig.13. This arrangement se-
cures the patient's head while leaving most of 
the upper skull fully accesssible for the boring 

10 of the access hole and the subsequent inser-
tion of the probe. After the hole is drilled a 
rigid flanged guide ring 180 as generally 
shown in Fig. 14 may be used to positively 
establish the lateral coordinates of the axis of 

15 the aperture, and to establish a reference 
location in the axial direction for precise axial 
penetration of the probe, and to function as a 
temporary and partial seal. 

The apparatus described herein not only 
20 provides far improved accessibility to the pa-

tient, but substantially reduces the radiation 
exposure time to the patient because of the 
almost continuous scanning motion in either 
angular direction without interruption. The 

25 scan period is approximately 30 seconds per 
plane in each direction, or one full minute per 
plane times 35 planes for a total of 35 
minutes. A conventional apparatus would re-
quire one hour scan time. The analysis time is 

30 also substantially reduced, being essentially 
instant full volumetric versus conventional 
feedback via two projections. Finally it should 
be noted that conventional apparatus are mas-
sive partially as a result of the full circular 

35 frame for supporting the radiation source and 
detector means and through which the patient 
is axially inserted and the associated structure 
for moving the patient. In the preferred appa-
ratus embodying this invention the open C-

40 shape frame is light and simple relative to the 
prior art and permits a far more simple patient 
support table. 

The preferred embodiment described herein 
may be modified in numerous ways within the 

45 scope of the appended claims. Generally 
stated, the preferred apparatus embodying the 
invention provides an improved positioning 
means for supporting and moving the source 
and detector means in a defined relationship 

50 relative to each other. A generally C-shaped 
frame securing the source and detector means 
in spaced apart relationship with the radiation 
beam projected therebetween is rotated about 
a generally horizontal axis by first drive means 

55 comprising a precision electrical motor, 
whereby the source and detector are moved 
about a circumferential path and the rotated 
radiation beam defines a basic scanning 
plane. A second electrical motor drive means 

60 moves the frame carrying the source and 
detector axiaily for defining scan planes paral-
lel to the basic plane; a third drive means 
carried by the frame in a first circumferential 
direction moves the detector means in the 

65 opposite circumferential direction while the 

.radiation beam is projected onto the detector. 
To control and support the rotating frame, 
upper and lower arms are pivotally coupled to 
a base and to the frame to provide a pair of 

70 four-bar linkage parallelograms. 
Since the preferred detector means com-

prises a pair of detector elements which are 
nominally coplanar and circumferentially adja-
cent, displacement means are provided for 

75 pivoting or otherwise displacing the lead de-
tector element after its full forward excursion, 
out of alignment with the second detector and 
rearward to a new position behind the lead 
detector. 

80 
CLAIMS 

1. A computerized tomographic scanning 
apparatus including a base, a source of pene-
trating energy, detector means for receiving 

85 said energy and producing scanning signals, 
and positioning means on said base for sup-
porting and moving said source and detector 
means in a defined relationship relative to 
each other, the positioning means comprising: 

90 (a) a generally C-shaped frame having top 
and bottom arms, 

(b) means for securing said detector and 
said source to said top and bottom arms 
respectively for defining a radiation beam 

95 therebetween, 
(c) first drive means for rotating said frame 

about a nominally horizontal axis Z, thereby 
rotating said source and detector means about 
a circumferential path, with the rotation of 

100 said beam defining a basic radiation scan 
plane, 

(d) second drive means for moving said 
frame along said Z axis or scanning in planes 
parallel to said basic plane and axially spaced 

105 along said Z axis, and 
(e) third drive means on said frame for 

moving said detector means circumferentially 
in a direction opposite to the circumferential 
movement of said lower arm of said frame 

110 while said radiation beam is projected be-
tween said source and said detector means. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein 
(a) said detector means defines a radiation 
receiving surface having generally circumfer-

115 ential length a, (b) said radiation beam pro-
jected by said source strikes an arc of length 
a'on said surface where a' < a , (c) said 
movement of said detector means circumfer-
entially in a direction opposite that of said 

120 source causes said arc a and arc a' to move 
from an adjacent and non-overlying relation-
ship. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein 
said detector means has lead and trailing ends 

125 defining said arcuate length a, said lead end 
beginning said overlying relationship with said 
arc a' of the beam and said trailing end 
ending said relationship. 

4. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein 
130 said detector means comprises a pair of first 
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and second detector units situated adjacent to 
each other, each having a lead and a trailing 
end, said 3rd drive means positioning the lead 
end of said second detector unit into overlying 

5 relationship with said arc a' of the beam as 
the trailing end of the first detector unit is 
concluding its overlying relationship with said 
arc a', said apparatus further comprising 
switch means for activating said detector units 

1 0 while they are in said overlying relationship. 
5. Apparatus according to claim 4 wherein 

said 3rd drive means moves said first detector 
unit forward in the direction of its lead end 
while said 1st drive means moves said source, 

15 beam and arc a'thereof rearward past and out 
of overlying relationship with said first de-
tecctor unit, and said 3rd drive means posi-
tions said second detector unit for subsequent 
forward motion into overlying relationship 

20 with said arc a'. 
6. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein 

said beam defines an angle of approximately 
8° and defines arc a'of approximately 16° on 
said detector means, and each of said detector 

25 units has arc length a equal to about 24°. 
7. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein 

said 1st drive means moves said source and 
detector means continously in one circumfer-
ential direction through an arc of at least 

30 180° degrees, and subsequently moves said 
source and detector means in the opposite 
circumferential direction, said apparatus fur-
ther comprising switch means for activating 
said detector means while it is moved in both 

35 directions. 
8. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein 

said positioning means further comprises (a) a 
generally rigid first arm having a near end, an 
opposite tip end for holding said source, and 

40 an intermediate part, (b) a first link of length r 
having one end pivotally secured to a fixed 
point on said base and a second end pivotally 
coupled to the near end of first arm, (c) a 
second link of length r having one end pivo-

45 tally secured to a fixed point on said base and 
a second end coupled to said intermediate 
part, whereby said base, first and second 
links, and first arm comprise a parallelogram, 
four-bar linkage with said second ends of said 

50 first and second links and said tip end of said 
first arm, all movable in identical circular 
arcuate paths of radius r, and said first drive 
means further comprises an electric motor 
coupled to at least one component of said 

55 linkage for causing said tip end of said arm 
carrying said source to traverse said circular 
path. 

9. Apparatus according to claim 8 wherein 
said positioning means further comprises a 

60 second arm including first and second links 
similar to said first arm for carrying and 
moving said detector means in a circular arc 
in a direction opposite of said source. 

10. Apparatus according to claim 9 
65 wherein at least one of said first and second 

links pivotally coupled to said first arm is 
rigidly connected to the corresponding link 
pivotally coupled to said second arm. 

11. Apparatus according to claim 4 
70 wherein said third drive means comprises a 

first part for moving each detector unit for-
ward between initial and terminal positions, 
and a second part for moving each detector 
unit rearward back to its initial position while 

75 the other detector unit is moving forward and 
while said frame carrying said detector means 
is being moved circumferentially. 

12. Apparatus according to claim 11 
wherein said first part comprises an electric 

80 motor, an output drive element coupled to 
each of said detector units and a differential 
transmission coupled intermediate said motor 
and output drive element, and said second 
part comprises a Geneva mechanism coupled 

85 intermediate said motor differential transmis-
sion for temporarily reversing said output 
drive element. 

13. Apparatus according to claim 12 
wherein said first and second detector units 

90 when both are moving forward are situated so 
that their radiation receiving surfaces are 
aligned and generally coplanar, said drive 
means further comprises displacement means 
coupled to each other of said detector units 

95 for displacing each unit while it is being 
moved rearward, out of said alignment with 
said other detector unit, for prevention one 
unit from colliding with the other. 

14. Apparatus according to claim 13 
I 00 wherein said displacement means comprises 

means for pivoting each of said detector units, 
and cam-and-follower means intermediate and 
coupled to said detector units whereby each 
detector actuates said cam-and-follower means 

105 for pivoting the other detector. 
15. Apparatus according to claim 6 

wherein said radiation surface of each of said 
detector units comlprises a plurality of detec-
tion elements, each of which has length in the 

110 circumferential direction corresponding to one 
third of one degree of said arc a of said 
sensor, so that said 16° arc length a' defined 
by said beam overlies 48 of said detection 
elements at any moment in time of said 

I I 5 scanning operation. 
16. A tomographic scanning apparatus in-

cluding a base, a source of penetrating en-
ergy, detector means for receiving said energy 
and producing scanning signals, and position-

1 20 ing means on said base for supporting and 
moving said source and detector means in a 
defined relationship relative to each other, the 
positioning means comprising: 

(a) a frame having 1st and 2nd parts 
1 25 spaced apart from each other, 

(b) means for securing said source and 
detector means to said 1 st and 2nd parts 
respectively for defining a radiation beam pro-
jected therebetween, 

1 30 (c) first drive means for rotating said frame 
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about a first axis Z, thereby rotating said 
source and detector means about a circular 
path for rotating said radiation beam to define 
a basic radiation scan plane, 

5 (d) second drive means for moving said 
frame along said Z axis for establishing scan 
planes parallel to said basic plane and axially 
spaced along said Z axis, and 

(e) third drive means for moving said detec-
10 tor means relative to said 2nd part of the 

frame in a direction opposite to the circumfer-
ential movement of said second part of said 
frame while said radiation beam is projected 
between said source and said detector means. 

15 17. Apparatus according to claim 16 
wherein said detector means comprises a pair 
of first and second detector units situated 
adjacent to each other, and being nominally 
forward of the other, the two being movable 

20 together in a circumferential direction desig-
nated forward, said 3rd drive means coupled 
to said detector units for moving them to-
gether in said forward direction, then moving 
said forward unit rearward to the rear of the 

25 other while the other continues to move for-
ward, and then moving both units forward 
together, this movement of said detectors co-
inciding with said projection of said radiation 
beam between said source and said detector 

30 units, said units being adapted for receiving 
said radiation beam from said source at all 
times while moving forward. 

18. A computerized tomographic scanning 
system substantially as herein described with 

35 reference to the accompanying drawings. 
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